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Summary
Black Mountains Archaeology Ltd was commissioned by EQUINOX Ltd to carry out an
archaeological assessment on the potential impacts of a proposed development to construct
a Maze and Dragon’s Lair at Caerphilly Castle on the historic environment.
The assessment has identified the potential direct and indirect effects of the proposed
development together with an assessment of the setting and significance of high value
heritage assets.
The potential impact of the proposed development on 18 identified heritage assets has been
assessed. Due to the non-invasive design of development proposals it has been assessed that
there will be no direct impact on the 18 heritage assets. Caerphilly Castle Scheduled Ancient
Monument and Grade I Listed Building (SAMGm002; LB13539) has been assessed as having a
Very Slight indirect effect as the key views and/or essential lines of sight to and from the
heritage assets will be noticeable by the proposed development but resulting in little
discernible severance of cultural heritage links. The proposed developments will be
constructed below the height of the outside walls of the Middle Ward and Granary/Store
thereby reducing the indirect impacts (external views to the monument) and minimising (but
not removing) internal views from the monument.
The proposed developments will be visible from within the monument itself but the nature of
the developments (statues and a fun maze) will draw people in and will create a new way in
which the monument is experienced, understood and enjoyed. Although subjective to the
individual’s own experience, the insertion of these two features into the monument may have
a beneficial effect on the Aesthetic and Communal values and contribute to an enhanced
Historical value (the evolution of the monument).
The archaeological heritage impact assessment has been prepared to the professional
standards of the Chartered Institute for Archaeologists.
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1 Introduction
1.1 Project Background
1.1.1 Black Mountains Archaeology Ltd/Archaeoleg Mynydd Du Cyf was commissioned by
EQUINOX to carry out a heritage impact assessment on the potential impacts of the
proposed construction of a Maze and Dragon’s Lair in Caerphilly Castle’s (SAMGm002)
Middle Ward on the historic environment. The location for the maze is proposed
adjacent to the south west tower and the dragon’s lair in the cistern/storehouse. The
results of which form the present report.

1.2 The Proposals
1.2.1 The current proposals have been designed to minimise the impact on the buried and
upstanding remains of the castle by adopting a non-intrusive construction policy. Both
the maze and dragon’s lair are proposed to be built on top of the ground surface, with
no below ground intrusion, on a matt of honeycomb plastic tiles filled with aggregate.
This removes the need for any ground penetrating works. Furthermore, none of the
proposed structures, information boards, themed signage and props will be fixed to
the upstanding remains of the castle. The proposed installations are designed to be
non-invasive and temporary. Detailed specifications for both proposed installations
have been produced by EQUINOX (see Appendix II and III).

1.3 Objectives
1.3.1 The purpose of a heritage impact assessment is to gain an understanding of the
historic environment resource in order to formulate as required:
§ an assessment of the potential for heritage assets to survive within the
area of study
§ an assessment of the significance of the known or predicted heritage assets
considering, their archaeological, historic, architectural and artistic
interests.
§ strategies for further evaluation whether or not intrusive, where the
nature, extent or significance of the resource is not sufficiently well
defined.
§ an assessment of the impact of proposed development or other land use
changes on the significance of the heritage assets and their settings.
§ strategies to conserve the significance of heritage assets, and their
settings.
§ design strategies to ensure new development makes a positive
contribution to the character and local distinctiveness of the historic
environment and local place-shaping
§ proposals for further archaeological investigation within a programme of
research, whether undertaken in response to a threat or not.
(Chartered Institute for Archaeologists Standard and guidance for historic
environment desk-based assessment. Published 2014 and updated 2017)
1.3.2 To this we can further add that the objectives of heritage impact assessment are:
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An assessment of available information to determine the extent and
character of heritage assets, in local, regional and national contexts.
An assessment of the significance of heritage assets considering all of the
cultural heritage values that people associate with it, or which prompt
them to respond to it.
An assessment of impact (physical or visual) on heritage assets and their
setting.
The careful consideration and presentation of mitigation
recommendations aimed at reducing the impact of the development on
heritage assets and their setting.
Finally, the presentation of this information in a written report and the
preparation and deposition of an archive of data generated by the
assessment in line with professional standards.

1.4 Legislative Framework
1.4.1 Planning Policy Wales (PPW 9th Edition) sets out the land use planning policies of the
Welsh Government. Chapter 6 sets out the Welsh Government’s policy towards the
historic environment. It states “The historic environment of Wales is made up of
individual historic features, archaeological sites, historic buildings and historic parks,
gardens, townscapes and landscapes, collectively known as historic assets. The most
important of these historic assets have statutory protection through scheduling, listing
or designation as a conservation area. Other assets are included in formal registers,
which identify them as being of special historic interest. Many others make a positive
contribution to local character and sense of place. Some, such as buried archaeological
remains, have still to be identified. It is important to protect what is significant about
these assets and sustain their distinctiveness. Historic assets should be the subject of
recording and investigation when they are affected by proposals that alter or destroy
them. Historic assets are a non-renewable resource.” (PPW 2016, 90).
1.4.2 Underpinning PPW are a series of legislative powers and TANs. The Planning (Wales)
Act 2015 sets out a series of legislative changes to deliver reform of the planning
system in Wales, to ensure that it is fair, resilient and enables development. The 2015
Act also introduces a mandatory requirement to undertake pre-application
consultation for certain types of development. The Town and Country Planning
(Development Management Procedure) (Wales) (Amendment) Order 2016 defines in
Schedule 4(l) the parameters and definitions for the requirement of pre-application
consultation by Welsh Ministers, particularly in response to the effect of statutory
designated monuments, buildings, and parks and gardens.
1.4.3 Advice on archaeology and buildings in the planning process is contained in Welsh
Office Circular 60/96 Planning and the Historic Environment: Archaeology and Welsh
Office Circular 1/98 Planning and the Historic Environment, which updates Welsh
Office Circular 61/96 Planning and the Historic Environment: Historic Buildings and
Conservation Areas following the Shimizu (U.K.) Ltd. v. Westminster City Council
Judgement (February 1997). Detailed advice on Environmental Impact Assessment is
contained within Welsh Office Circular 11/99 Environmental Impact Assessment.
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1.4.4 Any works affecting an ancient monument and its setting are protected through
implementation of the Ancient Monument and Archaeological Areas Act 1979. In
Wales the 1979 Act has been strengthened by The Historic Environment (Wales) Act
2016. The 2016 Act makes important improvements for the protection and
management of the Welsh historic environment. It also stands at the centre of an
integrated package of secondary legislation (Annexes 1-6), new and updated planning
policy and advice, and best-practice guidance on a wide range of topics (TAN 24
Historic Environment). Taken together, these will support and promote the careful
management of change in the historic environment in accordance with current
conservation philosophy and practice. Following adoption of the TAN 24 Historic
Environment on 31st May 2017, Welsh Office Circulars 60/96 Planning and the Historic
Environment: Archaeology; 61/96 Planning and the Historic Environment: Historic
Buildings and Conservation Areas; and 1/98 Planning and the Historic Environment
have been cancelled.
1.4.5 The Ancient Monument and Archaeological Areas Act 1979 and The Historic
Environment (Wales) Act 2016 sets out a presumption in favour of preservation in-situ
concerning sites and monuments of national importance (scheduled/listed), and there
exists in the current Planning Policy Wales (Chapter 6) a presumption in favour of
preservation in-situ of all types of heritage assets.
1.4.6 Cadw are the Welsh Government body responsible for determining applications for
Scheduled Monument Consent (SMC) and is a statutory consultee for certain types of
developments affecting Scheduled Ancient Monuments, World Heritage Sites and
Registered Historic Parks, Gardens and Landscapes, Strategic Environmental
Assessments and scoping opinions for Environmental Impact Assessments (PPW
2016). Cadw published their Conservation Principles for the sustainable management
of the historic environment in Wales in 2011. These principles provide the basis upon
which Cadw discharges its statutory duties, makes decisions or offers advice about
changes to historic assets. Cadw further advise that the Conservation Principles should
also be used by others (including owners, developers and other public bodies) to
assess the potential impacts of a development proposal on the significance of any
historic asset/assets and to assist in decision-making where the historic environment
is affected by the planning process (PPW 2016).
1.4.7 Important or historic hedgerows (and boundaries) are protected under The
Environment Act 1995 (section 95). The Hedgerow Regulations 1997 (under the 1995
Act) provides protection and guidance for those development/agricultural activities
outside of planning. The regulations permit the removal of any hedgerow (including
any length of hedgerow) for ‘carrying out development for which planning permission
has been granted’ provided the loss of the hedgerow has been properly assessed
against the benefits of the proposed development.
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1.4.8 Following review in 1998, a simplified set of assessment criteria was proposed where
all substantially complete boundaries (hedgerows) that predate 1845 were to be
afforded consideration/protection. The Environment, Transport and Regional Affairs
Committee’s Report ‘The Protection of Field Boundaries’ 1999 was acknowledged by
Government but no amendments were made to the 1997 regulations. Judicial Review
of the application in 2002 of the regulations (Flintshire County Council v NAW and Mr
J T Morris) has clarified the interpretation of some of the criteria (see The Hedgerow
Regulations 1997, Schedule 1, Part 2 Archaeology and History and Section 1.5 below).

1.5 Assessment Methodology (heritage assets)
1.5.1 The assessment of the historic environment includes the interrogation of a number of
sources (but not limited to):
§ Statutory designated monuments, buildings and landscapes (including
conservation areas, parks, gardens and battlefields).
§ Regional Historic Environment Record (HER).
§ National Monuments Record (NMR).
§ Aerial photographic archives.
§ Local and national archives.
§ Cartographic and documentary sources.
1.5.2 Information on statutory designated sites (World Heritage Sites, Scheduled Ancient
Monuments, Listed Buildings, Conservation Areas, Registered Landscapes,
Battlefields, Parks and Gardens) was obtained from Cadw (received 02/03/18) and
accessed through Cof Cymru - National Historic Assets of Wales (a Welsh Government
online mapping resource). Information recorded on the National Monuments Record
(RCAHMW) and Regional Historic Environment Record (GGAT) were assessed
(RCAHMW Licence No. RCPL2/3/64/103 and GGAT Enquiry No. GGAT5741).
Cartographic and documentary sources were also consulted.
1.5.3 The assessment reviewed the existing information pertaining to the Historic
Environment based on a 200m study area centred on NGR ST(3)15532 (1)87070
(Figure 1). A selection of statutory designated sites were assessed outside the study
area (up to 7km) for the impact to their setting.
1.5.4 Important or historic hedgerows were assessed according to current legislation that
details the following criteria:
§ The hedgerow marks the boundary, or part of the boundary, of at least one
historic parish or township; and for this purpose, “historic” means existing
before 1850.
§ The hedgerow incorporates an archaeological feature which is (a) included
in the schedule of monuments compiled by the Secretary of State under
Section 1 (schedule of monuments) of the Ancient Monuments and
Archaeological Areas Act 1979(7); or (b) recorded at the relevant date in a
Historic Environment Record.
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The hedgerow (a) is situated wholly or partly within an archaeological site
included or recorded as mentioned in paragraph 2 or on land adjacent to
and associated with such a site; and (b)is associated with any monument
or feature on that site.
§ The hedgerow (a) marks the boundary of a pre-1600 AD estate or manor
recorded at the relevant date in a Historic Environment Record or in a
document held at that date at a Record Office; or (b) is visibly related to
any building or other feature of such an estate or manor.
§ The hedgerow (a) is recorded in a document held at the relevant date at a
Record Office as an integral part of a field system pre-dating the Inclosure
Acts; or (b)is part of, or visibly related to, any building or other feature
associated with such a system, and that system (i)is substantially complete;
or (ii)is of a pattern which is recorded in a document prepared before the
relevant date by a local planning authority, within the meaning of the 1990
Act, for the purposes of development control within the authority’s area,
as a key landscape characteristic.
§ There are other criteria relating to rights of way and ecology.
1.5.5 Heritage assets are categorised according to the only values that are nationally agreed
in the Department of Transport/Welsh Office/Scottish Office Design Manual for Roads
and Bridges Vol. 11 Section 3 Part 2 (HA 208/07 Cultural Heritage) 2007, amended
2009 (DMRB 2007). A cultural heritage asset is an individual archaeological site or
building, a monument or group of monuments, an historic building or group of
buildings, an historic landscape etc., which, together with its setting, can be
considered as a unit for assessment. Heritage assets are assessed according to the
following criteria:
1.5.6 Understanding value is subjective beyond any statutory or registered designation and
is based on the professional experience and knowledge of the assessor. Other factors
do contribute to the overall assessment of value (and significance) of heritage assets
and the assessment criteria below contributes to an overall robust assessment
framework.
§

Value
A*

Very High

International/National

A

High

National

B

Medium

Regional

C

Low

Local

D
U

Negligible
Unknown

Local
Unknown

Criteria
World Heritage Sites (including nominated sites).
Assets of acknowledged international importance.
Assets that can contribute significantly to acknowledged
international research objectives.
Scheduled Monuments (including proposed sites).
Undesignated assets of schedulable quality and importance.
Assets that can contribute significantly to acknowledged
national research objectives.
Designated or undesignated assets that contribute to regional
research objectives.
Designated and undesignated assets of local importance.
Assets compromised by poor preservation and/or poor
survival of contextual associations.
Assets of limited value, but with potential to contribute to
local research objectives.
Assets with very little or no surviving archaeological interest.
The importance of the resource has not been ascertained.

Table 1. Factors for assessing the value of heritage assets (after Table 5.1 DMRB 2009).
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Very High
High
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Low
None

Category
A*
Very
Significant
Very
Significant
Very
Significant
Very
Significant
None
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A
Very Significant

B
Very Significant

C
Significant

D
Significant

U
Unknown

Very Significant

Very Significant

Significant

Significant

Unknown

Very Significant

Significant

Significant

Unknown

Significant

Significant

None

None

Slight
Significance
None

Slight
Significance
Slight
Significance
None

Unknown
None

Table 2. Significance of effect to heritage assets (matrix).

1.5.7 The criteria below is adapted from notes made in Annex 2 of the DMRB Vol. 11 Section
3 Part 2 (HA 208/07 Cultural Heritage) 2007 that refer to the Scheduling Criteria as set
out by the Ancient Monument and Archaeological Areas Act 1979 and The Historic
Environment (Wales) Act 2016 and finally Stage 4 Evaluating Relative Importance as
set out in ASIDOHL2, Guide to Good Practice on Using the Register of Landscapes of
Historic Interest in Wales in the Planning and Development Process (2nd Edition 2007).
While comprehensive, the criteria should not be regarded as definitive, rather they
are indicators which contribute to a wider judgement based on the professional
experience of the assessor and the circumstance and context of the assessment and
heritage asset.
1.5.8 Rarity: there are some monument categories, which in certain periods are so scarce
that all surviving examples which still retain some archaeological potential should be
preserved. This should be assessed in relation to what survives today, since elements
of a once common type may now be rare.
§ Very high: sole survivor of its type.
§ High: very few sites of this type are known.
§ Medium: the site is not unusual, but cannot be considered common.
§ Low: the site is quite common.
1.5.9 Documentation and association: the significance of a heritage asset may be enhanced
by the existence of records of previous investigations or, in the case of more recent
monuments, by the supporting evidence of contemporary written records.
Furthermore, any important historical associations relating to the heritage asset, such
as institutions, cultural figures, movements or events, will enhance value. The survival
of documentation and/or historic association that increases our understanding of a
heritage asset will raise its importance, though this is difficult to quantify owing to the
extremely varied nature of documentary and historical material. Therefore, a
professional judgment is given based on the actual amount or importance of evidence
and its academic value.
§ Very High: a highly significant, authentic and nationally well-known
association(s) and/or complete documentary record, or exceptionally
important sources available.
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High: a significant, authentic and regionally well-known association(s)
and/or considerable quantity of relevant material, or highly important
sources available.
Moderate: an authentic, but less significant, perhaps locally well-known
association(s) and/or some relevant material, or moderately important
sources available.
Low: unauthenticated or a little known association(s) and/or little relevant
material, or only modestly important sources available.
None: no known associations and/or relevant material available.

1.5.10 Group Value: relates to the diversity (or similarity) of elements including their
structural and functional coherence. The value of a single monument (such as a field
system) may be greatly enhanced by its association with related contemporary
monuments (such as a settlement and cemetery) or with monuments of different
periods.
§ Very high: largely complete interconnected complex of heritage assets or
landscapes (e.g UNESCO World Heritage Site).
§ High: significant survival of an interconnected complex of heritage assets.
§ Moderate: some surviving elements of an interconnected complex of
heritage assets; some disintegration has occurred.
§ Low: single or unconnected/unrelated groups of heritage assets.
1.5.11 Survival/Condition: the survival of a monument’s archaeological potential both above
and below ground is a particularly important consideration and should be assessed in
relation to its present condition and surviving features. The Historic Environment
Records (HERs) of the four Welsh Archaeological Trusts note the condition of sites
according to the following criteria:
§ Intact: the site is intact.
§ Near intact: the site is nearly intact.
§ Damaged: the site has been moderately damaged.
§ Near destroyed: the site has nearly been destroyed.
§ Destroyed: the site has been destroyed.
§ Restored: the site has been restored.
§ Moved: the site has been moved (usually finds).
§ Not known: the condition of the site is not known.
1.5.12 To these criteria, we can add the following assessment:
§ Very Good: elements surviving in very good condition for their class.
§ Good: elements surviving in good or above average condition for their
class.
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Moderate: elements surviving in moderate or average condition for their
class.
§ Fair elements surviving in fair or below average condition for their class.
§ Poor elements surviving in poor condition for their class.
1.5.13 Direct effects: are outcomes resulting from an assessment of the impact of the
proposed development on the heritage asset or landscape. The direct effect of a
course of action (e.g. development) can only be assessed once the assessment criteria
above has been completed and potential outcomes fully understood (as far as any
development proposal or construction design is reasonably understood). The direct
effect of the proposed development on heritage assets has been assessed using the
following criteria:
§ Very high: total loss of the integrity of the heritage asset(s).
§ High: significant loss of integrity to the heritage asset(s), significant
reduction of group and rarity values.
§ Moderate: some loss of integrity to heritage asset(s) and reduction in
value.
§ Low: slight loss of integrity to heritage asset(s) and value.
§ None: no perceived or identified effect, or loss in value.
§ Beneficial: development will protect, preserve or enhance the heritage
asset resulting in an increase in value.
1.5.14 Assessing Indirect Effects (visual) to heritage assets is intrinsically linked to setting and
significance (see section 1.6). The criteria below are adapted from standard EIA
evaluation criteria and Stage 3 Assessment of Indirect Impacts of Development as set
out in ASIDOHL2, Guide to Good Practice on Using the Register of Landscapes of
Historic Interest in Wales in the Planning and Development Process (2nd Edition 2007).
Assessment is confined to sites of International, National and in some cases Regional
value.
§ Very severe: the key views and/or essential lines of sight to and from the
heritage asset are dominated or obscured by the development resulting in
severance of cultural heritage links.
§ Severe: the key views and/or essential lines of sight to and from the
heritage asset are interrupted by the development resulting in partial
severance of cultural heritage links.
§ Considerable: the key views and/or essential lines of sight to and from the
heritage asset are significantly visible resulting in limited severance of
cultural heritage links.
§ Moderate: the key views and/or essential lines of sight to and from the
heritage asset are visible resulting in some severance of cultural heritage
links.
§ Slight: the key views and/or essential lines of sight to and from the heritage
asset are noticeable resulting in diminished cultural heritage links.
§ Very slight: the key views and/or essential lines of sight to and from the
heritage asset are noticeable resulting in little discernible severance of
cultural heritage links.
§
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None: the key views and/or essential lines of sight to and from the heritage
asset are not noticeable resulting in no severance of cultural heritage links.

1.6 Assessment Methodology (setting and significance)
1.6.1 The Setting of Historic Assets in Wales 2017 (The Historic Environment (Wales) Act
2016, Annex 6) explains what setting is, how it contributes to the significance of a
historic asset and why it is important. It also outlines the principles used to assess the
potential impact of development or land management proposals on the settings of
World Heritage Sites, ancient monuments (scheduled and unscheduled), listed
buildings, registered historic landscapes, parks and gardens, and conservation areas.
These principles, however, are equally applicable to all individual historic assets,
irrespective of their designation.
1.6.2 Certain major developments require pre-application consultation with the local
planning authority and, where specialist advice is required, the Welsh Ministers
through Cadw. Any development likely to directly or indirectly (visual) effect a
statutory designated heritage asset or high value undesignated heritage asset and its
setting will likely require ‘consultation before grant of permission’ under the Town and
Country Planning (Development Management Procedure) (Wales) (Amendment) Order
2016, schedule 4 (l)(i) and (ii) if the proposed development meets any of the following
criteria:
§ development likely to affect the site of a registered historic park or garden
or its setting.
§ development is within a registered historic landscape that requires an
Environmental Impact Assessment and ASIDOHL2.
§ development likely to have an impact on the outstanding universal value
of a World Heritage Site.
§ development is within a distance of 0.5 kilometres from any point of the
perimeter of a scheduled monument.
§ development is within a distance of 1 kilometre from the perimeter of a
scheduled monument and is 15 metres or more in height, or has an area of
0.2 hectares or more.
§ development is within a distance of 2 kilometres from the perimeter of a
scheduled monument and is 50 metres or more in height, or has an area of
0.5 hectares or more.
§ development is within a distance of 3 kilometres from the perimeter of a
scheduled monument and is 75 metres or more in height, or has an area of
1 hectare or more.
§ development is within a distance of 5 kilometres from the perimeter of a
scheduled monument and is 100 metres or more in height, or has an area
of 1 hectare or more.
1.6.3 An assessment of the impact of the proposed development on the setting of the
statutory designated heritage asset or high value undesignated heritage asset will be
required if any of the criteria in 1.5.2 above are met. The assessment of the setting of
heritage assets follows the four-stage approach detailed in the Setting of Historic
Assets in Wales 2017 (The Historic Environment (Wales) Act 2016, Annex 6):
12
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Stage 1: Identify the historic assets that might be affected by a proposed
change or development and their significance.
§ Stage 2: Define and analyse the settings to understand how they contribute
to the ways in which the historic assets are understood, appreciated and
experienced.
§ Stage 3: Evaluate the potential impact of a proposed change or
development on those settings.
§ Stage 4: Consider options to mitigate the potential impact of a proposed
change or development on those settings.
The assessment of significance is intrinsically linked to the setting (see paragraphs
1.5.1 to 1.5.3 above) and value (see criteria in section 1.5 above) of a heritage
asset/registered landscape, park and garden.
The significance of an historic asset embraces all of the cultural heritage values that
people associate with it, or which prompt them to respond to it. These values tend to
grow in strength and complexity over time, as understanding deepens and people’s
perceptions evolve (Conservation Principles for the sustainable management of the
historic environment in Wales 2011, p10).
There are four values that need to be considered when assessing significance and
these are set out in Cadw’s Conservation Principles for the sustainable management
of the historic environment in Wales:
Evidential value: relates to those elements of a heritage asset that can provide
evidence about past human activity, including its physical remains or historic fabric.
These may be visible and relatively easy to assess, or they may be buried below
ground, under water or be hidden by later fabric. These remains provide the primary
evidence for when and how a heritage asset was made or built, what it was used for
and how it has changed over time. The unrecorded loss of historic fabric represents
the destruction of the primary evidence. Additional evidential values can be gained
from documentary sources, pictorial records and archaeological archives or museum
collections. To assess the significance of this aspect of an asset, all this evidence needs
to be gathered in a systematic way and any gaps in the evidence identified.
Historical value: a heritage asset might illustrate a particular aspect of past life or it
might be associated with a notable family, person, event or movement. These
illustrative or associative values of a heritage asset may be less tangible than its
evidential value but will often connect past people, events and aspects of life with the
present. Of course, the functions of a heritage asset are likely to change over time and
so the full range of changing historical values might not become clear until all the
evidential values have been gathered together. Historical values are not so easily
diminished by change as evidential values and are harmed only to the extent that
adaptation has obliterated them or concealed them.
§

1.6.4

1.6.5

1.6.6

1.6.7

1.6.8
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1.6.9 Aesthetic value: relates to the way in which people draw sensory and intellectual
stimulation from a heritage asset. This might include the form of a heritage asset, its
external appearance and how it lies within its setting. It can be the result of conscious
design or it might be a seemingly fortuitous outcome of the way in which a heritage
asset has evolved and been used over time, or it may be a combination of both. The
form of an asset normally changes over time. Sometimes earlier pictorial records and
written descriptions will be more powerful in many people’s minds than what survives
today. Some important viewpoints may be lost or screened, or access to them may be
temporarily denied. To assess this aspect of an asset, again the evidence of the present
and past form must be gathered systematically. This needs to be complemented by a
thorough appreciation on site of the external appearance of an asset in its setting.
Inevitably understanding the aesthetic value of a heritage asset will be more
subjective than the study of its evidential and historical values. Much of it will involve
trying to express the aesthetic qualities or the relative value of different parts of its
form or design. It is important to seek the views of others with a knowledge and
appreciation of the heritage asset on what they consider to be the significant aesthetic
values.
1.6.10 Communal value: relates to the meanings that a heritage asset has for the people who
relate to it, or for whom it figures in their collective experience or memory. It is closely
linked to historical and aesthetic values but tends to have additional or specific
aspects. Communal value might be commemorative or symbolic. For example, people
might draw part of their identity or collective memory from a heritage asset, or have
emotional links to it. Such values often change over time and they may be important
for remembering both positive and uncomfortable events, attitudes or periods in
Wales’s history. Heritage assets can also have social value, acting as a source of social
interaction, distinctiveness or coherence; economic value, providing a valuable source
of income or employment; or they may have spiritual value, emanating from religious
beliefs or modern perceptions of the spirit of a place.
1.6.11 The first stage of assessing significance is by understanding the value of the heritage
asset by carefully considering its history, fabric and character and then comparing
these values with other similarly designated or types of heritage asset locally,
regionally or if necessary nationally. The outcome of this process is a Statement of
Significance, which is partly a subjective exercise based on the assessor’s experience
and knowledge.
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2 Baseline
2.1 Location, Topography and Geology
2.1.1 The proposed development is centred on NGR ST(3)15532 (1)87070 located within
Caerphilly Castle (SAMGm002). Two areas within the Middle Ward are proposed for
the construction of a maze and dragon’s lair. The location for the maze is proposed on
a level grass area adjacent to the south west tower and the location of the proposed
dragon’s lair is in the cistern/storehouse (Figure 1).
2.1.2 The bedrock geology of the proposed development area is the Grovesend Formation,
these are sedimentary rocks (mudstones) formed approximately 307 to 309 million
years ago in the Carboniferous Period. Overlying these are Devensian glaciofluvial
sand and gravel deposits forming up to two million years ago in the Quaternary Period.
During periods of glaciation the bedded deposits were formed after glaciers scoured
the landscape and deposited moraines of till with outwash sand and gravel deposits
from seasonal and post-glacial meltwaters (BGS 2018).

2.2 Conservation Areas
2.2.1 There are no conservation areas within the study area. The closest is Groeswen
located 2.3km to the west. Draethen, Ruperra Castle and Park Rudry are located 5km
to the east. Llanbradach is 3km to the north (Caerphilly County Borough Council 2015).

2.3 Registered Landscapes, Parks and Gardens
2.3.1 The proposed development area (Figure 1) is not located close to any registered
historic landscapes. The nearest being Gelligaer Common HLW(MGI)4 just over 10km
to the north. To the west The Rhondda HLW(MGI)5 is located around 11km away and
to the southeast the Gwent Levels HLW(MGI)2 is similarly located around 11km away.
2.3.2 The closest registered park and garden is The Van PGW(Gm)13 located 1km to the
east. The Van was a substantial Tudor mansion built by Thomas Lewis on the site of
an existing 16th century house and walled garden, who obtained a lease of Caerphilly
Castle and plundered dressed stone from the castle in the construction of The Van.
His son Edward purchased St Fagans Castle and moved the family there in 1616. The
Van stayed in the hands of the Lewis’ until inherited in 1736 by the fourth earl of
Plymouth (Cadw/ICOMOS 2000, 38-41). Whilst the park and garden does not have an
formal ‘significant view’, the essential setting being confined to the grounds
surrounding the Tudor mansion, the mansion does have commanding and clear views
west towards Caerphilly Castle.
2.3.3 Ruperra Castle PGW(Gm)17 is a located 5km to the east. Built in 1626, it is a rare
example of a Jacobean Renaissance mock castle belonging to the Lewis family of
Caerphilly (The Van). With formal gardens, glass house, courtyard ranges, ha-ha,
castellated boundary wall and deer park (Cadw/ICOMOS 2000, 30-37). The essential
setting of the park and garden is beyond the N, NE and S of the park boundary with
key significant views from Craig Ruperra to the E, SE and S. There is no intervisibility
with the proposed development areas.
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2.3.4 Park Cefn Onn PGW(Gm)20 is located to 3.7km to the south and is a late Victorian
woodland park with exotic specimen trees and shrubs. Main phases of development
are Edwardian with the planting of conifers, rhododendrons and azaleas within the
native deciduous woodland. Winding paths, streams and ponds complete the
parkland (Cadw/ICOMOS 2000, 64-65). There is no intervisibility with the proposed
development areas.
2.3.5 Cefn Mably PGW(Gm)11 is located 7km to the east and is one of the largest and most
important mansions in the old county of Glamorgan. The present appearance of the
house is the result of several phases of building and alterations connected with its use
in the twentieth century as a hospital. The central core of the house was built in the
late 16th century by Edward Kemeys, who inherited Cefn Mably from his father in
1564. The park is characterised by late 16th century formal terraced garden,
landscaped parkland, informal pleasure grounds and a walled garden (Cadw/ICOMOS
2000, 25-28). There is no intervisibility with the proposed development areas.

2.4 Designated Sites and Monuments
2.4.1 The two development areas are located wholly within Caerphilly Castle (SAMGm002;
LB13539), which is a formidable and the first truly concentric castle built during the
mid-late 13th century (being completed in 1271 and re-fortified in 1290) and largely
ruinous by the 16th century. Partly reconstructed in 19th and early 20th centuries by
the 3rd and 4th Marquess of Bute.
2.4.2 Cadw records the site as follows. This monument comprises the remains of a medieval
castle built by ‘Red Gilbert’ de Clare between 1268-1271. Caerphilly Castle is one of
the great medieval castles of western Europe. Several factors give it this pre-eminence
– its immense size (1.2ha), making it the second largest in Britain, its large-scale use
of water for defence and the fact that it is the first truly concentric castle in Britain. At
the time of its building, it was a revolutionary masterpiece of military planning. One
of Henry III’s most powerful and ambitious barons, Gilbert de Clare, lord of Glamorgan,
built the castle. His purpose was to secure the area and prevent lowland south Wales
from falling into the hands of the Welsh leader Llywelyn ap Gruffudd, who controlled
most of mid and north Wales.
2.4.3 The outer skin or ward is formed by a low battlemented curtain wall with large semicircular projections in the corners and gatehouses in the middle of the east and west
sides. Only a narrow strip separates this from the much stronger inner ward which has
high curtain walls, circular corner towers and two large strong gatehouses
corresponding with the outer ones. The south and north lakes around the castle
formed an almost impregnable barrier to attackers. The dams themselves are a major
achievement of medieval engineering. The South Dam is earlier than the north dam;
its outer face was protected by a massive wall with a battery of projecting buttresses.
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2.4.4 The outer defences were completed by making a 1.2ha artificial island to the west of
the castle, known as the hornwork. The outer gatehouse on the east side is both the
present and original entrance. The outer ward is entered via a bridge leading to its
east gatehouse with twin D-shaped towers, only the restored outer walls of which
remain. The inner ward is the most impressive part of the castle. The corner towers
demonstrate varying degrees of preservation. The north-west tower is complete, little
remains of the north-east tower and the south-east is partly ruined. It stands at 15m
high and leans at an angle 10° from vertical, and the cause, whether subsidence or
Civil War slighting, is unknown.
2.4.5 The imposing east gatehouse of the inner ward consists of twin D-shaped towers, a
central passage with portcullises at both ends and circular stair turrets on the inner
corners. The apartment on the second floor was probably that of the constable of the
castle. On the south side of the inner ward are the great hall and state apartments.
The large ground-floor hall was a sumptuous building. The two doors at the east end
led to a buttery and cellar, possibly with a small chapel over them. To the west were
the state apartments, well-appointed rooms with fireplaces and a large traceried
window on the first floor. To the north-west of the moat lies a 17th century Civil War
earthwork gun platform. It is not known if the earthwork was raised by the royalists
or if it was the work of parliamentarian forces after March 1646. The castle’s active
history was an extremely short one. By 1283 Edward I had removed the threat of
Welsh independence and the need for Caerphilly had gone. Minor Welsh attacks in
1294-5 and 1316 and a siege in 1326-27 failed to make any impact and the castle feel
into ruin (Cof Cymru, accessed 02/03/18).
2.4.6 Caerphilly Iron Furnace (SAMGm503) is located 1.5km NW of the proposed
development areas and are the remains of an 17th century ironworks associated with
the Morgan’s of Tredegar House. A blast furnace, coke oven and leat survive. The
furnace was established in 1680, rebuilt in 1787 and operated into the 1820s (Cof
Cymru, accessed 02/03/18). There is no intervisibility with the proposed development
areas.
2.4.7 Cornish Type Engine House (SAMGm440) of Bryngwyn Colliery (dating to 1868) is
located 2.3km N of the proposed development areas . A Cornish type design engine
house; three storeys and believed to have held a rare inverted Cornish Engine. It
ceased work in c. 1903 (Cof Cymru, accessed 02/03/18). There is no intervisibility with
the proposed development areas. Caerphilly Castle may be discernible in the distance
from the upper storeys of the engine house but the building is inaccessible (Cof Cymru,
accessed 02/03/18).
2.4.8 Bedwas Churchyard Cross (SAMMm143) cross stand c1m in height on an hexagonal
base which is 0.5m in height and c1m in diameter, with a band of ball decoration
around it. Above this is a short stone pillar 0.45m in height with a rectangular crosssection which tapers towards the top. While the development areas may be visible in
the distance from the top of the church tower, is no intervisibility from the monument
itself.
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2.4.9 Gwern-y-Domen (SAMGm218) has been classified as a medieval ring-work and is
located 2.1km to the east. Predating the construction of Caerphilly Castle this
monument dates to the Norman conquest but its location in a territory that belonged
to the Welsh until the middle of the 13th century may suggest a native origin for the
earthwork castle (RCAHMW 1991, 102-104). Despite the close proximity, there is no
intervisibility with the proposed development areas.
2.4.10 Caerffili Mountain Shaft Mounds (SAMGm454) are a group of well-preserved shaft and
mound features of early coal and iron ore mining, possibly small bell-pits for primitive
digging of seams near the surface from the 14th to 19th centuries (Roberts 2013).
Caerphilly Common obstructs intervisibility with the proposed development areas.

2.5 General – Archaeological and Historical
2.5.1 Much has been written about Caerphilly Castle (see Clark 1850, 251-304; Rees 1937;
Whittle 1992, 134-138; Newman 2001, 166-179 and the excellent RCAHMW 2000, 51104) and it is not the intention to repeat that here, however, the castle does not stand
in prehistorical or historical isolation and some wider context is relevant and is set out
below.
2.5.2 The only prehistoric evidence within the study area is represented by the recovery of
a Bronze Age dagger (ID2). Chamfered blade with central thickening and faint single
or perhaps double grooved edge, and square butt with two rivet-holes - rivets missing
(GGATHER). The wider area has a strong prehistoric presence with a number of fine
Bronze Age round barrows on Mynydd/Cefn Egwysilan (SAMGm352 and SAMGm302)
to the north and the well preserved barrow cemetery on the Garth Mountain
(SAMGm107). A burnt mound (02903m) is recorded around 1km to the east on the
edge of Coed Parc-y-Van.
2.5.3 Roman activity within the study area is represented by the presence of an auxiliary
fort (ID4) on the intersection of two Roman roads (RR621-19 and RRX65-10). The fort
was identified during investigations of the Civil War earthwork in 1963 (Lewis 1966).
Defences consisted of a rampart and double ditch enclosing an area of around 1.7ha.
Internal features include a metalled road, walls of a number of barrack blocks and a
hearth, representing several different phases of Roman activity. Pottery suggests
occupation between AD70-100 (Evans 2010, 224).
2.5.4 Caerphilly Castle was constructed in the 13th century (ID3). Much of the castle was
constructed by Earl Gilbert II de Clare (died 1295) in the second half of the 13th century
to protect his holdings in Glamorgan against the incursions of Llywelyn Prince of
Wales. Four phases of construction (First, Second, Third and Fourth Works) can be
attributed to Earl Gilbert. The castle was at the forefront of advanced military practice,
predating and influencing Edward I’s castles of similar design in North Wales. A Fifth
Work, the rebuilding of the Great Hall, dated by documentary evidence to 1325-26,
was undertaken by Hugh Despenser the Younger (GGATHER, RCAHMW 2000;
Newman 2001; Whittle 1992).
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2.5.5 The castles imposing concentric keep and western bailey were designed and largely
completed for Earl Gilbert II de Clare between 11th April 1268 and 1271, along with a
well-fortified central platform and a southern embankment containing a large lake.
Llywelyn ap Gruffudd twice attacked the castle in 1270 and 1271, and it was further
strengthened by 1290 with the addition of a fortified northern platform and a second
lake. The castle resisted further Welsh attacks in 1294-5 and 1316, but was ransacked
during the baronial uprising of 1321. The castle was apparently left unscathed by
Owain Glyndŵr’s attacks on south Wales in 1404-5 and from this point quietly fell into
ruin (GGATHER, RCAHMW 2000; Newman 2001, Whittle 1992).
2.5.6 On the site of the Roman fort (ID4) is a substantial earthwork known as the Redoubt
(ID7) constructed during the Civil War to prevent the castle being used defensively.
The Redoubt consists of a raised earthwork platform measuring approximately 44m
north-east and 40-50m south-west (GGATHER, RCAHMW 2000; Newman 2001;
Whittle 1992).
2.5.7 By the mid 19th the castle was acquired by the Marquesses of Bute and a lavish but
detailed reconstruction of the castle commenced in order to recreate its original
medieval layout. In 1870 the third Marquess re-roofed the hall and commissioned an
extensive survey of the whole castle. The fourth Marquess was responsible for
recreating the castle as we see it today, taking great care in the restoration and
rebuilding of original features. The re-flooding of the lakes took place in 1950 when
the castle was passed into the care of the state (GGATHER, RCAHMW 2000; Newman
2001; Whittle 1992).

2.6 Development Area – Archaeological and Historical
2.6.1 Caerphilly Castle underwent five periods of construction. The castle has concentric
rectangular Inner and Middle Wards, each with an east and west gate. The Inner Ward
also has a tower at each of its four corners and the Great Hall constructed against the
south curtain wall. The main surviving structures within the Middle Ward are the
Kitchen Tower, abutted against the curtain wall for the Inner Ward on its other side
from the Great Hall, and a store/granary building.
2.6.2 The First works were 1268-mid 1270s and consisted of the construction of the Inner
Ward, gatehouses and corner towers; and the Middle Ward, Curtain wall and west
gateway.
2.6.3 The Second works were completed around 1278-1285 and consisted mainly of the
Kitchen Tower and Granary/Store in the Middle Ward.
2.6.4 Third works were 1285-1300 and were primarily the construction of lodgings in the
Great Hall; East and West Gate Towers in the Middle Ward and works to the Outer
Ward lake embankments.
2.6.5 Fourth works (1317-26) characterised by further work on the Outer Ward
embankments and reconstruction of the Inner Ward Great Hall.
2.6.6 The fifth works consisted of the historically accurate reconstruction of the castle by
the 3rd Marquis of Bute in the 1870s and meticulously completed his son in the early
20th century (GGATHER, RCAHMW 2000).
2.6.7 The location for the maze is proposed adjacent to the south west tower and the
dragon’s lair in the cistern/storehouse. Both sites are located in the Middle Ward,
which belongs to the first and second phases of construction.
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2.7 Previous Studies within Development Area
2.7.1 The Dyfed Archaeological Trust undertook evaluation work within Caerphilly Castle in
2001 (E002590). The purpose of the evaluation was to determine whether
archaeological deposits were present in some areas of the castle. Trench 1 in the area
of the South West Tower revealed a wall core 0.05m below present ground surface.
The second deposit contained material from various periods (19th century and
medieval pottery) under which an arch on the face of the wall was revealed 0.15m
below. The trench was extended to the wall of the tower 0.6m below the surface. The
wall core uncovered in Trench 1 was contemporary with the inner curtain wall of the
castle. The deposit below may represent collapsed material from the original tower,
before the rebuild (Milne, 2001).
2.7.2 There are a further ten investigations recorded on the GGAT HER within the wider area
around the castle and town but these relate to investigations outside of the
development areas and have therefore been reviewed and then omitted from the
present report.

2.8 Cartographic and Aerial Photographic
2.8.1 One of the earliest plans of Caerphilly Castle is a 1824 survey (map no.66) undertaken
by David Stewart for the Marquis of Bute Glamorgan Estates and held at the
Glamorgan Record Office (DB/E/1-2). The plan shows the layout of the castle before
any later reconstruction work by the Marquises of Bute.
2.8.2 The Eglwysilan Tithe Map of 1841 (Figure 2) shows a simplified plan of Caerphilly
Castle depicting the Outer and Inner Wards, the North and South Dams and the
Hornwork. Land parcel 1408, the Outer and Inner Wards, are recorded as woodland
under the ownership of the Marquis of Bute. Land parcels 1407, 1410 (the moat) and
1409 (Hornwork) are recorded as pasture tenanted by Mr Evan Evans and owned by
Marquis of Bute.
2.8.3 A plan of 1842 depicted by Clark (1850) appears to be based on the 1824 Bute Estate
plan. The castle is shown in detail prior to the extensive later 19th century renovations
(Figure 3).
2.8.4 The Ordnance Survey 1st Edition Map (1885) shows little change except some
clearance of properties to the east of the north and south dams (Figure 4). The 2nd
Edition Map (1901) again shows little difference except the now cleared properties to
the east of the dams (Figure 5). The 3rd Edition Map (1922) depicts some of the
reconstruction work by the Marquis of Bute (Figure 6). The repaired Outer Ward walls
to the north are now depicted as solid walls (repaired). The 4th Edition Map (1950)
shows the Bute renovations largely done but with no lakes yet present (Figure 7). A
later 1960s Ordnance Survey Map clearly shows the moat and lakes flooded (Figure
8).
2.8.5 The report on the Eighty Seventh Annual Meeting of the Cambrian Archaeological
Association (1933) included a record of an excursion on the 30th August to Caerphilly
Castle. The report also includes a plan of the castle ‘kindly provided by the 4th Marquis
Bute’ (Figure 9). Much like the later 4th Edition OS Map above, the 1933 plan shows
the restoration work largely completed and curiously the North and South lakes are
marked even though the area was not flooded at this time.
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2.8.6 A 1925 oblique aerial photograph (AP) (RCAHMW aerofilm WPW013836) clearly
shows the castle undergoing renovation (Figure 10). Many of the walls have yet to be
consolidated/rebuilt. The moat and lakes are both dry showing the pasture lands first
identified in the tithe map. A slightly later 1930s AP (RCAHMW aerofilm WPW032444)
shows little change, although the overgrown vegetation covering the outer walls of
the south west Middle Ward has now been removed. An AP from 1947 (RCAHMW
aerofilm WPW007113) shows the north lake now filled with water and the castle walls
cleared of vegetation (Figure 11).
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3 Identified Heritage Assets
3.1 Sites of Archaeological and Historical Interest
3.1.1 A total of 18 heritage assets have been identified within the 0.177km² study area (see
Figure 1). No heritage assets have been identified within the two development areas
(totalling 974m²), however, both development areas are wholly located within
Caerphilly Castle Scheduled Ancient Monument and Grade I Listed Building
(SAMGm002; LB13539).
3.1.2 For the purposes of the assessment of setting and significance of heritage assets with
a value of A or higher a much larger study area of between 1km to 11km was applied.
A total of three Historic Landscapes were considered (Gelligaer Common HLW(MGI)4,
The Rhondda HLW(MGI) and the Gwent Levels HLW(MGI)2), four Registered Park and
Gardens (The Van PGW(Gm)13, Ruperra Castle PGW(Gm)17, Park Cefn Onn
PGW(Gm)20 and Cefn Mably PGW(Gm)11) and six Scheduled Ancient Monuments
(Caerphilly Castle (SAMGm002; LB13539), Caerphilly Iron Furnace (SAMGm503),
Cornish Type Engine House (SAMGm440), Bedwas Churchyard Cross (SAMMm143),
Gwern-y-Domen (SAMGm218) and Caerffili Mountain Shaft Mounds (SAMGm454).
With the exception of Caerphilly Castle (SAMGm002; LB13539) and the Van Park and
Garden (Value B, Grade II listed), the remaining eleven Value A sites were assessed
and discarded as either too distant, had no setting or direct line of sight to the
proposed development areas.
Table 3. Identified heritage assets
ID

PRN

Name

NGR X

NGR Y

Period

Type

Designation

Value

1

NPRN9404

TWYN PRESBYTERIAN METHODIST
CHAPEL, MARKET STREET, CAERFFILI;
CAERPHILLY

315710

186890

Postmedieval

Chapel

None

C

2

GGAT00695m

BRONZE DAGGER

315500

187050

Bronze
Age

Findspot

None

C

3

CAERPHILLY CASTLE

315550

187010

Medieval

Castle

SAM & LBI

A*

CAERPHILLY ROMAN FORT

315390

187230

Roman

Fort

SAM

A

5

GGAT00696,
SAMGm002,
LB13539,
NPRN94497
GGAT00697,
SAMGm002,
GGAT07881,
NPRN301345
GGAT00699m

COIN

315490

187060

Roman

Coin

None

C

6

GGAT01028m

INSCRIBED STONE AT CAERPHILLY
CASTLE

315530

187060

Earlymedieval

Inscribed
stone

None

D

7

GGAT01061,
SAMGm002,
NPRN300400

CIVIL WAR EARTHWORKS AT
CAERPHILLY CASTLE

315390

187230

PostMedieval

Fort

SAM

A

8

GGAT01842,
LB13568,
NPRN18426

THE COURT HOUSE

315540

186910

PostMedieval

House

LBII

B

9

GGAT01961,
NPRN18255

62 CASTLE STREET

315730

187080

PostMedieval

House

None

C

4
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PRN

10

GGAT02328,
NPRN268017

11

NGR X

NGR Y

Period

Type

CAERPHILLY / CAERFFILI

315600

187000

Medieval

Settlement

None

C

GGAT02618,
GGAT02619,
GGAT02620,
GGAT02621,
GGAT02622
GGAT0262302642m

68-72 CASTLE ST AND 1-4 MARKET ST

315700

187100

Postmedieval

Building

None

C

46-66 CASTLE STREET

315700

187200

Postmedieval

Building

None

C

13

GGAT02745m

CASTLE ST. CAERPHILLY

315760

187060

Building

None

C

14

GGAT07541m

CAERPHILLY RED CROSS HOSPITAL

315700

187200

PostMedieval
Modern

Hospital

None

D

15

LB21378

WAR MEMORIAL

315712

186998

Modern

Memorial

LBII

B

16

SAMGm002,
NPRN307852

MEDIEVAL CORN MILL, CAERPHILLY
CASTLE

315610

187030

Medieval

CORN MILL

SAM

A

17

NPRN32813,
LB21377

OBELISK MONUMENT, CAERPHILLY

315410

186891

Post
Medieval

OBELISK

LBII

B

18

NPRN409433

THE GROVE (HOUSE), CAERPHILLY

315402

187178

Postmedieval

HOUSE

None

C

12
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4 Assessment of Heritage Assets
4.1 Potential Direct Impacts of the Development on Heritage Assets
4.1.1 The potential impact of the proposed development on 18 identified heritage assets
has been assessed using the design information set out in the proposals for the maze
and lair (Appendix II and III). Due to the non-invasive design of both development
proposals it has been assessed that there will be no direct impact on 18 heritage
assets.

4.2 Potential Indirect Impacts of the Development on Heritage Assets
4.2.1 For the purposes of the assessment of indirect impacts from the proposed
development on heritage assets only sites of International and National importance
have been assessed. One heritage asset has been assessed as having an indirect effect
by the proposed development. Caerphilly Castle Scheduled Ancient Monument and
Grade I Listed Building (SAMGm002; LB13539) has been assessed as having a Very
Slight indirect effect as the key views and/or essential lines of sight to and from the
heritage assets will be noticeable by the proposed development but resulting in little
discernible severance of cultural heritage links. The proposed developments will be
constructed below the height of the outside walls of the Middle Ward and
Granary/Store thereby reducing the indirect impacts (external views to the
monument) and minimising (but not removing) internal views from the monument.
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Table 4. Assessment of direct and indirect effects on heritage assets

ID

PRN

Name

NGR X

NGR Y

Period

Type

Designation

Value

Rarity

Documentation/Association

Group Value

Survival/Condition

Direct Effect

Indirect Effect

Setting Effects Yes/No

TWYN PRESBYTERIAN
METHODIST CHAPEL, MARKET
STREET, CAERFFILI; CAERPHILLY
BRONZE DAGGER

315710

186890

Postmedieval

Chapel

None

C

Low

Moderate

Low

Intact / Moderate

None

None

No

315500

187050

Bronze
Age

Findspot

None

C

Medium

High

None

Moved

None

None

No

1

NPRN9404

2

GGAT00695m

3

GGAT00696, SAMGm002,
LB13539, NPRN94497

CAERPHILLY CASTLE

315550

187010

Medieval

Castle

SAM & LBI

A*

High

High

High

Damaged / Good

None

Very Slight

Yes

4

GGAT00697, SAMGm002,
GGAT07881, NPRN301345

CAERPHILLY ROMAN FORT

315390

187230

Roman

Fort

SAM

A

High

Low

Moderate

Damaged / Poor

None

None

Yes

5

GGAT00699m

COIN

315490

187060

Roman

Coin

None

C

Low

Low

Low

Moved

None

None

No

6

GGAT01028m

INSCRIBED STONE AT
CAERPHILLY CASTLE

315530

187060

Earlymedieval

Inscribed
stone

None

D

Medium

Low

Low

Moved

None

None

No

7

GGAT01061,
SAMGm002,NPRN300400

CIVIL WAR EARTHWORKS AT
CAERPHILLY CASTLE

315390

187230

PostMedieval

Fort

SAM

A

High

Moderate

High

Damaged / Fair

None

None

Yes

8

GGAT01842, LB13568,
NPRN18426

THE COURT HOUSE

315540

186910

PostMedieval

House

LBII

B

Medium

Moderate

Low

Near Intact / Good

None

None

No

9

GGAT01961, NPRN18255

62 CASTLE STREET

315730

187080

PostMedieval

House

None

C

Low

Low

High

Intact / Good

None

None

No

10

GGAT02328, NPRN268017

CAERPHILLY / CAERFFILI

315600

187000

Medieval

Settlement

None

C

Medium

Low

Low

Near Destroyed / Fair

None

None

No

11

GGAT02618, GGAT02619,
GGAT02620, GGAT02621,
GGAT02622

68-72 CASTLE ST AND 1-4
MARKET ST

315700

187100

Postmedieval

Building

None

C

Medium

Low

High

Near Intact / Good

None

None

No

12

GGAT02623-02642m

46-66 CASTLE STREET

315700

187200

Postmedieval

Building

None

C

Medium

Low

High

Near Intact / Good

None

None

No

13

GGAT02745m

CASTLE ST. CAERPHILLY

315760

187060

PostMedieval

Building

None

C

Medium

Low

Low

Near Intact / Good

None

None

No

14

GGAT07541m

CAERPHILLY RED CROSS
HOSPITAL

315700

187200

Modern

Hospital

None

D

Medium

Low

Low

Moved

None

None

No

15

LB21378

WAR MEMORIAL

315712

186998

Modern

Memorial

LBII

B

Medium

Moderate

Moderate

Near Intact / Good

None

None

No

16

SAMGm002, NPRN307852

MEDIEVAL CORN MILL,
CAERPHILLY CASTLE

315610

187030

Medieval

CORN MILL

SAM

A

High

Moderate

High

Damaged / Fair

None

None

Yes

17

NPRN32813, LB21377

OBELISK MONUMENT,
CAERPHILLY

315410

186891

Post
Medieval

OBELISK

LBII

B

Medium

Moderate

Moderate

Near Intact / Good

None

None

No

18

NPRN409433

THE GROVE (HOUSE),
CAERPHILLY

315402

187178

Postmedieval

HOUSE

None

C

Medium

Low

Low

Near Intact / Good

None

None

No

4.2.2 The last column “Setting Effects Y/N” identifies those heritage assets that may have indirect visual impacts to the setting of the monument (Stage 1 as set out in Setting of Historic Assets in Wales 2017 (The
Historic Environment (Wales) Act 2016, Annex 6).
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4.3 Setting and Significance – Stage 1
4.3.1 Potential indirect impacts of the development on heritage assets are confined to the
impacts upon the setting of International and National value heritage assets (A* and
A class), these include Scheduled Ancient Monuments, Registered Landscapes, Parks
and Gardens and sometimes Grade I and I* Listed Buildings. Grade II and II* buildings
are considered if their setting includes or is included with a Registered Landscape or
Park and Garden.
4.3.2 For the purposes of the assessment of setting and significance of heritage assets with
a value of A or higher a much larger study area of between 1km to 11km was applied.
A total of three Historic Landscapes were considered (Gelligaer Common HLW(MGI)4,
The Rhondda HLW(MGI) and the Gwent Levels HLW(MGI)2), four Registered Park and
Gardens (The Van PGW(Gm)13, Ruperra Castle PGW(Gm)17, Park Cefn Onn
PGW(Gm)20 and Cefn Mably PGW(Gm)11) and six Scheduled Ancient Monuments
(Caerphilly Castle (SAMGm002; LB13539), Caerphilly Iron Furnace (SAMGm503),
Cornish Type Engine House (SAMGm440), Bedwas Churchyard Cross (SAMMm143),
Gwern-y-Domen (SAMGm218) and Caerffili Mountain Shaft Mounds (SAMGm454).
With the exception of Caerphilly Castle (SAMGm002; LB13539) and the Van Park and
Garden (Value B, Grade II listed), the remaining eleven Value A sites were assessed
and discarded as either too distant, had no setting or direct line of sight to the
proposed development areas.
4.3.3 For the purposes of the assessment of setting and significance of Registered
Landscapes, Parks and Gardens only a single heritage asset may be affected, The Van
Park and Garden (PGW(Gm)13). However, due to the distance of over 1km away and
despite the Van Park and Garden’s commanding view of the castle it is considered too
distant to have any significant view of the proposed developments.
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4.4 Defining and Evaluating the Setting and Significance of Heritage Assets – Stage 2 and 3
4.4.1 Sections 2.3-2.9 above set out the context and extent of the identified heritage assets, which contribute to the Stage 1 and 2 assessment
of setting and significance. Section 3 sets out the value and Section 4.1 and 4.2 the direct and indirect effects, which also contribute to
the overall understanding of heritage assets and their setting (Stage 2 assessment of setting and significance).
Table 5. Stage 3 Assessing value and significance of indirect visual effects on the setting of heritage assets
ID
3

PRN

16

GGAT00696, SAMGm002,
LB13539, NPRN94497
GGAT00697, SAMGm002,
GGAT07881, NPRN301345
GGAT01061,
SAMGm002,NPRN300400
SAMGm002, NPRN307852

N/A

PGW (Gm) 13

4
7

Name

Value

CAERPHILLY CASTLE

A

Evidential
Value
Very High

Historical
Value
Very High

Aesthetic
Value
Very High

Communal
Value
Very High

CAERPHILLY ROMAN FORT

A

High

High

Low

High

Type of visual
effect/change
Very Slight
interruption
None

Magnitude
of Effect
Low

Significance
of Effect
Significant

Cumulative
Visual Effect
Very Slight

None

None

None

CIVIL WAR EARTHWORKS AT
CAERPHILLY CASTLE
MEDIEVAL CORN MILL, CAERPHILLY
CASTLE
The Van Registered Park and Garden

A

High

High

High

High

None

None

None

None

A

High

High

High

High

None

None

None

None

B

High

High

High

High

None

None

None

None

4.4.2 The assessment of the Cumulative Visual Effect is the culmination of the assessment of value, degree of change and corresponding effects.
This is partly a subjective exercise based on the assessor’s experience and knowledge.
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4.5 Summary of Significance and Setting
4.5.1 The proposed development areas are wholly located within Caerphilly Castle
Scheduled Ancient Monument and Grade I Listed Building (SAMGm002; LB13539) and
has been assessed as having a Very Slight indirect effect as the key views and/or
essential lines of sight to and from the heritage assets will be noticeable by the
proposed development but resulting in little discernible severance of cultural heritage
links. The proposed developments will be constructed below the height of the outside
walls of the Middle Ward and Granary/Store thereby reducing the indirect impacts
(external views to the monument) and minimising (but not removing) internal views
from the monument. The proposed developments will be visible from within the
monument itself but the nature of the developments (statues and a fun maze) will
draw people in and will create a new way in which the monument is experienced,
understood and enjoyed. Although subjective to the individual’s own experience, the
insertion of these two features into the monument may have a beneficial effect on
the Aesthetic and Communal values and contribute to an enhanced Historical value
(the evolution of the monument). The overall impact to the setting then is Very Slight
and may be viewed as both positive and negative but the effect is limited to the
lifespan of the structures. Temporary structures by definition cannot permanently
effect the significance and setting of the monument.
4.5.2 The assessment of the impact to the setting and significance of The Van Park and
Garden (PGW(Gm)13) is considered too distant to have any significant views of the
proposed developments. The Van does have a commanding view of the castle but due
to the distances involved and the location of each development area there is no
resultant change to the significance or setting of the monument.
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5 Mitigation Recommendations
5.1.1 The assessment has identified the potential direct and indirect effects of the proposed
development together with an assessment of the setting and significance of high value
heritage assets. There are no direct impacts to any heritage assets.
5.1.2 The setting (Stage 4 assessing setting) of Caerphilly Castle Scheduled Ancient
Monument and Grade I Listed Building (SAMGm002; LB13539) is Very Slightly
indirectly effected by the proposed developments. The ‘key views and/or essential
lines of sight to and from the monument are noticeable by the proposed
developments but resulting in little discernible severance of cultural heritage links’.
The temporary structures once built will have a minimal visual impact, but will still be
visible from the monument itself. Therefore, the impact on the setting of the castle,
despite being largely hidden away from the rest of monument, is considered Very
Slight. However, the temporary nature of the developments reduces any further
potential residual impacts as there will be no permanent change to the heritage asset.
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7 Appendices
7.1 Appendix I Figures

Figure 1. Heritage assets (red spot), Schedule Ancient Monuments (red polygon), The Van (PGW(GM)13) Registered Park and Garden (purple polygon) and Essential Setting (blue dot polygon) in relation to the development areas (green polygon), 200m
(radius) study area (blue polygon). Ordnance Survey base map produced under licence 100058761.
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Figure 2. Eglwysilan Tithe Map 1841. Copyright Glamorgan Archives.

Figure 3. A plan of Caerphilly Castle 1842 depicted by Clark (1850)
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Figure 4. Ordnance Survey 1st Edition Map. Copyright Glamorgan Archives.
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Figure 5. Ordnance Survey 2nd Edition Map. Copyright Glamorgan Archives.
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Figure 6. Ordnance Survey 3rd Edition Map. Copyright Glamorgan Archives.
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Figure 7. Ordnance Survey 4th Edition Map. Copyright Glamorgan Archives
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Figure 8. Ordnance Survey 1960s Map. Copyright Glamorgan Archives.

Figure 9.Plan of Caerphilly Castle 1933 (Archaeologica Cambrensis).
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Figure 10. A 1925 oblique aerial photograph of Caerphilly Castle (WPW013836). © Crown Copyright 2018.
Reproduced with permission from Central Register of Aerial Photographs for Wales, Welsh Government,
Crown Offices, Cathays Park, Cardiff. CF10 3NQ

Figure 11. A 1947 oblique aerial photograph of Caerphilly Castle (WPW007113). © Crown Copyright 2018.
Reproduced with permission from Central Register of Aerial Photographs for Wales, Welsh Government,
Crown Offices, Cathays Park, Cardiff. CF10 3NQ.
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7.2 Appendix II Maze Design
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ABOUT US
THEME3 IS A DESIGN, BUILD AND CONSULTANCY AGENCY FOR THE ENTERTAINMENT INDUSTRY. WE IMAGINE AND DISCOVER
NEW ENGAGING STORIES WHICH WE CAN PHYSICALLY BRING TO LIFE TO PRODUCE EXPERIENCES THAT ARE TRULY UNIQUE.
THEME3 was established to offer memorable designs and competitive creative solutions that provide real business benefits and highly enjoyable experiences every
step of the way.
We stand for the complete service. We can think it up, design it, create marketable propositions and be there on site delivering the project, resulting in an efficient
process from concept to delivery.

WHO WE ARE
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

ATTRACTION DESIGNERS
3D DESIGNERS
CAD DESIGNERS
INTERIOR DESIGNERS
GRAPHIC DESIGNERS
INDUSTRY CONSULTANTS
PROJECT MANAGERS
MARKETING STRATEGISTS
RESEARCHERS
TECHNICAL DESIGNERS
SCENIC PRODUCTION BUILDERS
MODEL MAKERS
TECHNICAL BUILDERS
AV TECHNICIANS
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WHERE WE WORK
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

THEME PARKS, VISITOR ATTRACTIONS / FAMILY ENTERTAINMENT CENTRES
HERITAGE SITES (NATIONAL TRUST, ENGLISH HERITAGE.)
THEMED ACCOMMODATION
RETAIL & POP UPS
THEMED ACCOMMODATION
EXPERIENTIAL PR
WATER PARKS
FOOD & BEVERAGE

OUR APPROACH
It’s all about the story. Our creative approach, influenced by years of themed attraction development, is to create a strong but simple to
communicate ‘story’ that is the core from which everything leads.
By applying this approach to indoor attraction development (rather than being driven by what traditional off-the-shelf equipment is
available) it builds a uniquely rich and authentic visitor experience. Our concept is focused on bringing the brand alive by creating a
fully themed immersive environment with interactives to engage the target market’s imaginations for a fun family experience.
The following pages show the concept proposal for a castle maze located in the Middle Ward next to the South West tower.

CAN YOU BREAK THE CASTLE DEFENCES AND CAPTURE THE CASTLE MAZE WITHOUT GETTING CAUGHT!
The story is simple; you need to capture the castle maze and reach the Great Hall, but the maze - just like the castle
itself - employs all the best features of defensive design. Get lost in it’s secret passageways, conquer obstacles, dodge
the gatehouse’s falling portcullis and watch out for flying arrows! Along the way you’ll learn why the castle’s concentric
principle of defence was so effective to keep people out. Once you’ve reached the heart of the maze, inside the Inner
Ward, you’ll be rewarded with a chance to sit on The Stone Thrones - the ultimate power photo opportunity! Even the
thrones have secrets to discover, find out why you’re the first King to sit there.
The ‘fun’ experienced-based approach will deliver high customer engagement with a currently untold part of the
castle’s history. We propose that the story focuses on the build and early development of Caerphilly, circa late 1200s,
this allows us to introduce characters and facts from that period to put the castle creation and significance into context
(such as the increase in power of the new prince of Wales and his rival Gilbert de Clare.) The castle maze outline will be
designed to reflect Caerphilly Castle in a simplified form.
By proposing to use a mix of organic and historic materials we will achieve an authentic and integrated look to
compliment the iconic site.
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REFERENCE PLAN OF
EXISTING space
Concept plan is based on CAD plan provided by CADW, this plan is
included for general reference only.
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CONCEPT IMAGE BOARD
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COMPELLING PROPOSITION VISUAL

Concept image is an imaginative impression of the design - and is not literal! This style of image is the marketing-led
approach used within the themed attraction industry to sell the compelling story of a new attraction.
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top with hidden audio.
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Wooden stake Towers (300cm tall) (bark on
pointed tops). [29m]

w
w

ACCESS BACK
TO CASTLE
Drainage
Channel

CONCEPT PLAN

Wooden stakes (180cm tall) bark on pointed tops.
Adjacent towers to be additional 50cm taller.
[40m]
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Hidden audio. Knock
on the door an listen
to frightened knights.

w
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w
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Isolated tower - no
guest access. Wooden
hoarding around tower
top with hidden audio.

Old ﬂoodlight
location now
moved.

7.

Tall tower made from
wooden stakes.
Towers to be taller
than stake fencing.

Spring loaded draw
bridge for exit only.
Guests use the pulley to
lower it. Spring pulls it
back up when not in use.

1.

Knights bow poking through fence (ﬁxed) with hidden
audio of ﬂying arrows. [x2 total]

2.

Portcullis across entrance arch drops slightly as guests
pass underneath.

3.

Wooden Latrine with hidden smells and comedy audio.

4.

Wooden hoard around top of tower with hidden audio of
knights threatening to drop things on you. Hoarding to
be to scale to tower, not life sized.

5.
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EXIT
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w

Staff access
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w

Pile of props on ﬂoor or ﬁxed to wall e.g. Gilbert The
Red's armour on a chest. [x3
5 total]

6.

Wooden supply barrels with story related props.
[3x total]

7.

Squirting water coming from wooden hoarding with
accompanying audio shouting "Go Away!"

8.

Hidden audio. Knock on the door to trigger audio of
hiding knights.

9.

Stone throne photo op. with hidden audio telling guests
why they are the ﬁrst and last king/queen to sit on the
thrones.

View through maze walling (arrow loops)

Lower fencing so guests
can see the moat over
the castle walls.
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ground level
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to represent
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Drainage
Channel

ACCESS

CONCEPT PLAN showing area names
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guest access. Wooden
hoarding around tower
top with hidden audio.
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w
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Floodlight relocated and raised
inside maze wall void.
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Drainage
Channel

ACCESS BACK
TO CASTLE

Tall tower made from
wooden stakes.
Towers to be taller
than stake fencing.

Spring loaded draw
bridge for exit only.
Guests use the pulley to
lower it. Spring pulls it
back up when not in use.

Knights bow poking through fence (ﬁxed) with hidde
audio of ﬂying arrows. [x2 total]

2.

Portcullis across entrance arch drops slightly as gue
pass underneath.

3.

Wooden Latrine with hidden smells and comedy aud

4.

Wooden hoard around top of tower with hidden aud
knights threatening to drop things on you. Hoarding
be to scale to tower, not life sized.

5.
Floodlight
on conc.

EXIT

1.

Pile of props on ﬂoor or ﬁxed to wall e.g. Gilbert The
Red's armour on a chest. [x3 total]

6.

Wooden supply barrels with story related props.
[3x total]

7.

Squirting water coming from wooden hoarding with
accompanying audio shouting "Go Away!"

8.

Hidden audio. Knock on the door to trigger audio of
hiding knights.

9.

Stone throne photo op. with hidden audio telling gu
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(stockade style.) Boulders add to the impression of substantial
Hidden audio.posts
Knock
on the door an listen
to frightened knights.
structure and impenetrability.

w

SS
E
C
AC

Floodlight
on conc.

DESCRIPTION OF KEY ELEMENTS

7.

w

Floodlight relocated and raised
inside maze wall void.
Old ﬂoodlight
location now
moved.

w

Staff access

Isolated tower - no
guest access. Wooden
hoarding around tower
top with hidden audio.

ENTRANCE

1.

w

3.

6.

5.
w

You hear calls from inside the castle from soldiers as they prepare to
defend their castle maze! You have a choice of left or right.

w

1.

Knights bow poking through fence (ﬁxed) with
audio of ﬂying arrows. [x2 total]

2.

pass underneath.

3.

Wooden Latrine with hidden smells and comed

4.

Wooden hoard around top of tower with hidde
knights threatening to drop things on you. Hoa
be to scale to tower, not life sized.

Interactive feature: A portcullis above your head suddenly drops (a
short distance) making you scream and
rushacross
in. entrance arch drops slightly a
Portcullis
1.
Plan
Reference no.2.

Isolated tower - no
guest access. Wooden
hoarding around tower
top with hidden audio.
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5.

Tall tower made from
wooden stakes.
Towers to be taller
than stake fencing.

Spring loaded draw
bridge for exit only.
Guests use the pulley to
lower it. Spring pulls it
back up when not in use.

Floodlight
on conc.

5.

Pile of props on ﬂoor or ﬁxed to wall e.g. Gilbe
Red's armour on a chest. [x3 total]

6.

Wooden supply barrels with story related prop

Lower fencing so guests
can see the moat over
the castle walls.

Stepping stones ﬂush to
ground level

Customer journey features
Coloured gravel
to represent
water

Drainage
Channel

ACCESS

6.

5.

w

w

AC
CE
SS

ARTEFACTS
w

w

Staff access

w

Tall tower made from wooden
stakes. Towers to be taller than
stake fencing.

2.
w

5.

Secret
sallyport
doorways

Wooden panelling
behind thrones as
featured in Castle's
Great Hall.

w

6.

Stone throne
photo op.

5.

Old ﬂoodlight
location now
moved.

w

4.
8.
w

SS
E
C
AC

w

Floodlight
on conc.

DESCRIPTION OF KEY ELEMENTS

7.
Staff access

Isolated tower - no
guest access. Wooden
hoarding around tower
top with hidden audio.

ENTRANCE

1.

Floodlight relocated and raised
inside maze wall void.

Secret mural
passage
doorways

9.

w

Fake door to bring
guests close to water
spray

w

DRUM
TOWER

Throughout the maze there are 5 pockets of artefact props.
These are intended to dress the maze to give the guests something
to discover around the corners and also support historic story i.e.
Gilbert The Red’s Armour, and then a bit of interp based on that.

Hidden audio. Knock
on the door an listen
to frightened knights.

w

3.

6.

5.
w

w

They are fixed in location so cannot be removed by the public.
1.

Knights bow poking through fence (ﬁxed) with
audio of ﬂying arrows. [x2 total]

2.

Portcullis across entrance arch drops slightly a
pass underneath.

3.

Wooden Latrine with hidden smells and comed

4.

Wooden hoard around top of tower with hidde
knights threatening to drop things on you. Hoa
be to scale to tower, not life sized.

Depending on budgets these could be made more or less interactive.
Plan
1. reference no.5.

Isolated tower - no
guest access. Wooden
hoarding around tower
top with hidden audio.
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5.

Tall tower made from
wooden stakes.
Towers to be taller
than stake fencing.

Spring loaded draw
bridge for exit only.
Guests use the pulley to
lower it. Spring pulls it
back up when not in use.

Floodlight
on conc.

5.

Pile of props on ﬂoor or ﬁxed to wall e.g. Gilbe
Red's armour on a chest. [x3 total]

6.

Wooden supply barrels with story related prop

Customer journey features

w

w

Tall tower made
stakes. Towers to

CROSSBOW & ARROWS

2.
w

6.
w

1.

ENTRA

Floodlight relocated and raised
inside maze wall void.
Old ﬂoodlight
location now
moved.

Floodlight
on conc.

DRUM

DESCRIPTION OF KEY ELEMENTS

There are 2 Crossbow and Arrows interactive features.
These are fixed archer’s crossbows with the manual triggering
by guests of an arrow at their enemies (chunky timber lever on
a fixed bow with spot sound effect “thwack! boing” - NOT actual
firing of arrows!) As you hear the sound effect, a corresponding
arrow quickly pops up from a slot, high on the opposite wall.
They are fixed in location so cannot be removed by the public.
Wall to have extended height to ensure arrows are well out of
reach above heads.
Depending on budgets these could be made more or less
interactive.
Plan reference no.1.
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Lower fencing so guests
can see the moat over
the castle walls.

Stepping stones ﬂush to
ground level

Coloured gravel
to represent
water

Customer journey features

6.

AC
CE
SS

ARROW LOOPS - ‘PEEP’ WINDOWS

ACCESS
5.

w

w

w

Staff access

w

w

2.
w

5.

Secret
sallyport
doorways

Wooden panelling
behind thrones as
featured in Castle's
Great Hall.

w

Stone throne
photo op.

5.

9.

w

Fake door to bring
guests close to water
spray

7.

6.

4.

SS
E
C
AC

Floodlight relocated and raised
inside maze wall void.

Secret mural
passage
doorways

Old ﬂoodlight
location now
moved.

w

DRUM
TOWER

8.
Throughout the maze there
are multiple arrow loops windows.
w

w

1.

DESCRIPTION OF KEY ELEMENTS

Staff access

Isolated tower - no
guest access. Wooden
hoarding around tower
top with hidden audio.

w

Hidden audio. Knock

on the door
an listen loops were used as part of
As well as introducing how
arrow
to frightened knights.
the castle’s defences; these have practical and aesthetic purposes3. too. They create teaser views of other sections of the
5.
maze and the access
route
(and across to actual castle features
w
and views.)

w

6.
w

1.

Knig
aud

2.

Port
pass

3.

Woo

4.

Woo
knig
be t

Plan reference w.
1.

Isolated tower - no
guest access. Wooden
hoarding around tower
top with hidden audio.

5.
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Spring loaded draw
bridge for exit only.
Guests use the pulley to
lower it. Spring pulls it
back up when not in use.
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ACCESS BACK

Tall tower made from
wooden stakes.
Towers to be taller
than stake fencing.

5.
Floodlight
on conc.

EXIT

6.

Pile
Red

Woo
[3x

Lower fencing so guests
can see the moat over
the castle walls.

Customer journey features

Stepping stones ﬂush to
ground level

Coloured gravel
to represent
water

SECRET SALLY PORT

AC
CE
SS

6.

w

Staff access

w

w

5.

Secret
sallyport
doorways

Wooden panelling
behind thrones as
featured in Castle's
Great Hall.

Stone throne
photo op.

5.
w

DESCRIPTION OF KEY ELEMENTS
Fake door to bring
guests close to water
spray

Lower fencing so guests
can see the moat over
the castle walls.

w

9.

w

6.
Secret mural
passage
doorways

Old ﬂ
locat
mo

w

Stepping stones ﬂush to
ground level

D
TO

7.
This is a secret
‘coded’ entrance you can only reach from the tower.
Coloured gravel
4. using the stepping stones to make a decision;
to represent
Cross the ‘water’
water
8. gateACCES
left - to a dead end and a nasty fate! Or right through the secret
w 6.
w
that is a short-cut to reach the Great Hall.
Hidden audio. Knock
Staff access

w

Design to be developed along
lines of a mechanical pin that
has an auto-reset. The pin must
be turned/moved in the right
way to open the lock.

SSSS
E
C
AC

Staff access

w

w

5.
w

w

Secret
sallyport
doorways

Wooden panelling
behind thrones as
featured in Castle's
Great Hall.

w
w

5.

w

1.

1.

Isolated tower - no
guest access. Wooden
hoarding around tower
top with hidden audio.

5.

EQUINOX

w

Date: 15 /12 / 17
Fake door to bring
guests close to water
spray

on the door an listen
to frightened knights.

6.

Plan reference
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w

Interactive feature: coded lock in a mysterious door.
3.
Stepping stones.

AC
CE

Isolated tower - no
guest access. Wooden
hoarding around tower
top with hidden audio.

7.
4.
Staff access

6.

Stone throne
photo op.

9.

5.

Secret mural
passage
doorways

Spring loaded
w draw
bridge for exit only.
Guests use the pulley to
lower it. Spring pulls it
back up when not in use.

Floodlight relocated and ra
inside maze wall void
Old ﬂoodlight
location now
moved.

DRUM
Floodlight

AC
CE
SS

6.

Customer journey features

w

Staff access

STONE THRONES PHOTO OP.

w

w

w

5.

Secret
sallyport
doorways

Wooden panelling
behind thrones as
featured in Castle's
Great Hall.

6.

Stone throne
photo op.

5.

Old ﬂoodligh
location now
moved.

w

7.
4.
Staff access

8.
w

w

S

DESCRIPTION OF KEY ELEMENTS
6.

DR
TO

Hidden audio. Knock
on the door an listen
to frightened knights.

w

ES
C
C
A

Isolated tower - no
guest access. Wooden
hoarding around tower
top with hidden audio.

Flood
in

Secret mural
passage
doorways

9.

w

Fake door to bring
guests close to water
spray

w

3.

5.

You’ve reached the Great Hall - you’ve made it to thewcentre of the
w
castle maze! Now sit on the Stone
Thrones for your selfie and discover
more about Llywelyn ap Gruffudd and Gilbert De Clare.

Isolated tower - no
guest access. Wooden
hoarding around tower
top with hidden audio.

Note. Do the thrones have to be fully accessible?
If so the low stage (approx 150mm) might require
small ramp or to be removed.)

Interactive feature: Stone thrones with internal audio.
1.
Photo op.
Chests/props could be made more or less interactive depending on
budget.
5.

Plan reference no.9.

ACCESS BACK
TO CASTLE
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Drainage
Channel

EQUINOX

Spring loaded draw
bridge for exit only.
Guests use the pulley to
lower it. Spring pulls it
back up when not in use.

Floodlight
on conc.

EXIT

AC
CE
SS

Customer journey features
TOWER HOARDING

Staff access

w

w

Wooden panelling
behind thrones as
featured in Castle's
Great Hall.

6.

Stone throne
photo op.

5.

Secret mural
passage
doorways

9.

w

Fake door to bring
guests close to water
spray

w

5.

Secret
sallyport
doorways

O

w

D
T

7.
4.
Staff access

8.
w

Isolated tower - no
guest access. Wooden
hoarding around tower
top with hidden audio.

Hidden audio. Knock
on the door an listen
to frightened knights.

w

ES
C
C
A

S

w

DESCRIPTION OF KEY ELEMENTS

3.

6.

5.
w

In front of you, you see a door in the
w base of a tower, as you try to
open the door, you hear from inside the tower voices of soldiers
shouting at you to go away! Then suddenly from the wooden
hoarding above a water sprays down onto you making you jump and
laugh. Turn around and find a new direction or be trapped here!
Isolated tower - no

1.

guest access. Wooden
hoarding around tower
top with hidden audio.

Interactive feature: Water and audio.
Plan reference no.4 and no.7.

ACCESS BACK
TO CASTLE

Date: 15 /12 / 17
THEME3 © 2017
THEME3 ©

Drainage
Channel
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5.

Spring loaded draw
bridge for exit only.
Guests use the pulley to
lower it. Spring pulls it
back up when not in use.

Floodlig
on conc

EXIT

LATRINES

Isolated tower - no
guest access. Wooden
hoarding around tower
top with hidden audio.

Old ﬂoodlight
location now
moved.

w

7.
4.
Staff access

8.
w

w

DRUM
TOWE

Hidden audio. Knock
on the door an listen
to frightened knights.

w

SS
E
C
AC

Customer journey features
Fake door to bring
guests close to water
spray

doorways

9.

w

3.

6.

5.
w

w

1.

Isolated tower - no
guest access. Wooden
hoarding around tower
top with hidden audio.

5.

Tall tower made
wooden stak
Towers to be t
than stake fen

Spring loaded draw
bridge for exit only.
Guests use the pulley to
lower it. Spring pulls it
back up when not in use.

DESCRIPTION OF KEY ELEMENTS

Floodlight
on conc.

Drainage
Channel

Inside the tower
you discover
Fun sounds and
ACCESS
BACK the castle latrine.
EXIT
naughty - authentic
- smells emanate from the latrine - stop for a
TO CASTLE
photo or is there a clue in the loo?!
Interactive feature: Aroma and audio. Hidden map in self-closing
drawer.
Plan reference no.3.
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TOWER

w
w

Hidden audio. Knock
on the door an listen
to frightened knights.

w

SS
E
C
AC

Isolated tower - no
guest access. Wooden
hoarding around tower
top with hidden audio.

Customer journey features

3.

6.

5.
w

w

EXIT GATEHOUSE AND DRAWBRIDGE
1.

Isolated tower - no
guest access. Wooden
hoarding around tower
top with hidden audio.

5.

Tall tower made from
wooden stakes.
Towers to be taller
than stake fencing.

Spring loaded draw
bridge for exit only.
Guests use the pulley to
lower it. Spring pulls it
back up when not in use.

EXIT

Drainage
Channel

ACCESS BACK
TO CASTLE

Floodlight
on conc.

DESCRIPTION OF KEY ELEMENTS
As well as finding your way back to the entrance to leave the maze,
there is also an exit via a Gatehouse with a working drawbridge.
But can you discover how to lower it to make your escape?
Interactive feature: Manually lowered drawbridge with a soft
mechanical reset.
Plan reference see above.
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CONCEPT AV & SFX OVERVIEW
Lighting is ground based LED spot lights on durable iron spikes, fixed into the sides of the paths at intervals.
Audio recordings for the interactives. Bespoke and localised, looped or triggered by guests.
Overall soundtrack for the maze.
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CONCEPT WALLS OVERVIEW
TIMBER STOCKADE

WATTLE FENCING

FOAM RUBBER BOULDERS

FINISHED TO MATCH
EXISTING CASTLE STONES
-Possibly with remains
of lime mortar.
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CONCEPT FLOORING OVERVIEW

COLOURS TO BE SPECIFIED

HONEYCOMB PLASTIC TILES, FILLED WITH GRAVEL CREATES A HARD WEARING AND STABLE SURFACE
AS WELL AS PROTECTING THE EARTH UNDERNEATH THE MAZE IN A LOW MAINTENANCE WAY.
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Interpretation overview
1. Treated cotton canvas printed banners - decorative and other use as required.
2. Dibond graphic printed boards on timber posts used to ‘tell the story’ and highlight defensive facts behind the interactives.
3. Flags on spikes for decorative purposes.
4. Themed signage that is integrated into props (such as barrels or chests etc.) used for small quantities of text such as fun facts.
5. Operational signs as required, in style of aged timber fingerposts.

EXAMPLES OF SIGNAGE
TYPES AND MATERIALS.
SIGNAGE DESIGNS FOR
CASTLE MAZE WOULD
BE DEVELOPED TO FIT
PURPOSE AND BUDGET.
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CONTACTS

David Harding
Director

david.harding@theme3.co.uk
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Kate Hawkesford
Business Development Director
kate.hawkesford@theme3.co.uk
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7.3 Appendix III Dragon’s Lair
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wild creations
the weird and wonderful realised

Dragon’s Lair | Proposed Walkway - Site Plan & Elavations

GRASS

General Notes

1340mm

1. WCJ139 — Proposed construction of a walkway/
Viewing platform to accommodate for a new
installation (Dragons Lair) within the existing Grain
Store.
2. DECKING - Finnforest Walksure low slip decking, low
maintenance deck board which combines EPDM rubber
and pressure treated softwood. Conforms with BS7976
Part 2.
3.

1400 mm

1105 mm

D

A

GRASS

GRASS

B

D

WALL

PROPOSED
DRAGON

9400 mm

LAIR
PROPOSED

Material specifications

WALL

GG RR A SS SS

6.4m x 16.9m

DRAGON
LAIR

7500 mm

1. POST - 100x100mm - Treated Fence Post (3m Lengths)
2. RAIL - 75x45mm - Treated Stud - (3.6m lengths)
3. TOP RAIL - 195x45mm - Treated Joist - (3.6m Lengths)
4. SUPPORT STRUCTURE FRAME - 95x45mm - Treated
stud - @400CCS (3.6m Lengths)
5. DECKING - 119x28mm - Finnforest Walksure Low Slip
Decking (3.6m & 4.2m lengths)
6. STEEL CHECKERED PLATE — Ramp

1500mm
GRASS

195 mm

STONE STEP

C

C

1495 mm

GRASS

CASTLE WALL

A

B

Finish Specifications
3000 mm

STONE STEP

PROPOSED SITE PLAN
1:100

C A S T L E

1. Proposed Walkway — Finishes are to match existing
walkways. TBC.

W A L L

PLAN — PROPOSED WALKWAY
1:50
Maximum Dimensions
1865 mm

Height: 1750mm

Depth: 8890mm

Width: 1400mm

765 mm
2764 mm

Proposed
Dragon’s Lair

SOUTH ELEVATION — C
1:100
EAST SECTIONAL ELEVATION — A
1:50

Unit G
Cardiff Bay Business Centre
Titan Road
Cardiff
CF24 5BS
T: +44 (0)2920 090 555
E: info@wild-creations.co.uk
w: wild-creations.co.uk

1200mm
*between handrails

wild creations
1100 mm

the weird
and wonderful realised

Client:
Client contact:
Project: Proposed Walkway/Vewing Platform
Drawing Title: Proposed Site Plan & Elevations
Project Manager: Cath Taylor
T: 02920 098 804

NORTH ELEVATION — D
1:100

E: cath@wild-creations.co.uk

WEST SECTIONAL ELEVATION — B
1:50

Drawing Revision:

Drawing No: 139-10

Project No: WCJ139

Scale @A1: 1:50 / 1:100

Date: 30/01/2018

Page: 1 of 1

© 2018 WILD CREATIONS. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED

Dragon’s Lair | Proposed Walkway - Visuals

Wild Creations

Dragon’s Lair | Proposed Walkway - Visuals

Wild Creations

Dragon’s Lair | Proposed Walkway - Visuals

Wild Creations

Dragon’s Lair | Proposed Walkway - Visuals

Wild Creations

wild creations
Unit G
Cardiff Bay Business Centre
Titan Road, Cardiff, CF24 5BS
T: +44(029 20 090555
info@wild-creations.co.uk
wild-creations.co.uk
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Abbreviations
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§

AP: Aerial Photograph
GRO: Glamorgan Record Office, Cardiff
HER:
Historic Environment Record (curated by GlamorganGwent Archaeological Trust)
LB:
Listed Building
LPA:
Local Planning Authority
NGR:
National Grid Reference
NMR:
National Monuments Record (curated by RCAHMW)
NPRN:
National Primary Record Number (in NMR)
PGW RP&G:
Registered Park and Garden (Wales)
PRN:
Primary Record Number (in HER - curated by
Glamorgan-Gwent Archaeological Trust)
RCAHMW: Royal Commission on the Ancient and Historical Monuments of
Wales
SAM:
Scheduled Ancient Monument
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Yn rhan o'n hawydd i wella ansawdd ein gwasanaeth, rydym yn croesawu unrhyw adborth y
gallwch ei ddarparu.
As part of our desire to improve our quality of service we welcome any feedback you are
able to provide.
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